Transcriptome-wide Analysis of Regulatory Interactions of the RNA-Binding Protein HuR
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SUMMARY

Posttranscriptional gene regulation relies on hundreds of RNA binding proteins (RBPs) but the function of most RBPs is unknown. The human RBP HuR/ELAVL1 is a conserved mRNA stability regulator. We used PAR-CLIP, a recently developed method based on RNA-protein crosslinking, to identify transcriptome-wide ~26,000 HuR binding sites. These sites were on average highly conserved, enriched for HuR binding motifs and mainly located in 3’ untranslated regions. Surprisingly, many sites were intronic, implicating HuR in mRNA processing. Upon HuR knockdown, mRNA levels and protein synthesis of thousands of target genes were downregulated, validating functionality. HuR and miRNA binding sites tended to reside nearby but generally did not overlap. Additionally, HuR knockdown triggered strong and specific upregulation of miR-7. In summary, we identified thousands of direct and functional HuR targets, found a human miRNA controlled by HuR, and propose a role for HuR in splicing.

INTRODUCTION

In eukaryotic cells, messenger RNA (mRNA) levels do not directly translate into protein levels because mRNA processing, transport, stability, and translation are regulated posttranscriptionally. These fundamental processes are controlled and carried out by RNA binding proteins (RBPs) and small RNAs that predominantly bind to specific elements located in the untranslated regions (UTRs) of target mRNAs.

There are hundreds of RBPs in the human genome, mostly with unknown function. However, it is believed that RBPs and small RNAs target mRNAs in an orchestrated way to regulate mRNA localization, half-life time, and finally the amount of protein synthesized. The joint effect of these factors on mRNAs is hypothesized to constitute a “posttranscriptional regulatory code” (Keene, 2007). Deciphering this code requires the comprehensive identification of RBP binding sites. Since a RBP can have thousands of functional target sites (Licatalosi et al., 2008; Hafner et al., 2010), experiments need to reliably detect RBP-mRNA interactions on a transcriptome wide scale and resolve sites at nucleotide resolution. Previously, RIP-chip (RBP immunoprecipitation and microarray analysis) (Keene et al., 2006) has identified numerous functional mRNA targets of RBPs, including HuR (Lal et al., 2004; López de Silanes et al., 2004; Mukherjee et al., 2009). While the RIP-chip assay may also falsely detect indirect interactions or, depending on lysis conditions, even artifactual complexes formed in cell lysate (Mill and Steitz, 2004), it, more importantly, can neither identify the precise location of binding sites on mRNAs nor detect potential binding to introns. Finally, the functional importance of the identified HuR interactions has only been tested in a few cases.

Current methods employ crosslinking of mRNA-RBP complexes by ultraviolet (UV) light to identify direct RBP binding sites (Ule et al., 2003; Licatalosi et al., 2008; Hafner et al., 2010; König et al., 2010), with iCLIP and PAR-CLIP providing nucleotide resolution. For our study of HuR, we used PAR-CLIP (photoactivatable ribonucleoside enhanced crosslinking and immunoprecipitation) (Hafner et al., 2010) to comprehensively identify HuR binding sites in the transcriptome of human cells (HeLa). In this method, photoactivatable nucleosides such as 4-thiouridine (4SU) are incorporated into nascent RNAs providing a strongly enhanced crosslinking efficacy at a relatively short (~1 min) and low energy pulse of UV. Furthermore, crosslinked nucleosides leave a signature in sequencing reads that allows identification of binding sites at nucleotide resolution. PAR-CLIP has been used to identify transcriptome-wide binding sites of several RBPs (Hafner et al., 2010).

The Hu/ELAV family of RNA binding proteins is conserved across metazoans and has diverse functions in mRNA metabolism (Hinman & Lou, 2008). HuR is expressed broadly across tissues (Lu and Schneider, 2004), and a knockout is lethal in mice (Katsanou et al., 2009). The other human Hu proteins, HuB, HuC, and HuD, are specific to neurons and required for nervous system development (Akamatsu et al., 1999). They regulate alternative splicing by binding U-rich elements in introns (Zhu et al., 2006). In contrast, only a single alternatively spliced exon has been reported to be skipped upon HuR binding to the exon (Izquierdo, 2008).

The HuR protein offers a number of sites for posttranslational modifications which allow for a shift from the normal,
predominantly nuclear to a more cytoplasmic localization (Kim et al., 2008), especially under stress conditions (Bhattacharyya et al., 2006). In the cytoplasm, Hu proteins can stabilize mRNAs by binding to AU-rich elements (AREs) within 3' UTRs (Brennan and Steitz, 2001), consistent with in vitro studies of HuR (Hinman and Lou [2008], and references within). However, the different classes of AU-rich elements recognized by HuR can also be bound by ~20 other ARE binding proteins (Brennan and Steitz, 2001). The high resolution of our PAR-CLIP data allowed us to also explore the motif contents of binding sites in an unprecedented way, elucidating the specificity of HuR binding.

Since HuR is known to stabilize bound mRNAs, we used mRNA next generation sequencing to record changes in mRNA levels upon small interfering RNA (siRNA) knockdown, thereby testing the functional relevance of our identified binding sites. HuR was also proposed to promote translation, especially under stress conditions (Mazan-Mamczarz et al., 2003; Lal et al., 2005; Kawai et al., 2006). We therefore employed state of the art mass spectrometry-based proteomics combined with stable isotope labeling (Ong et al., 2002; Selbach et al., 2008), quantifying changes in protein synthesis for thousands of proteins after HuR knockdown.

Finally, it has been proposed that HuR can interact with micro-RNAs (miRNAs), mRNAs are single-stranded ~22 nt long non-coding RNAs that originate from hairpin precursors encoded as parts of introns or independent transcriptional units. miRNAs recognize their targets by base pairing complementarity within the 5'-most 6 to 8 nt of the mRNA, the so-called seed (Bartel, 2009). It has been shown that the >800 known human miRNAs regulate between 30% and 75% of all human genes (Krek et al., 2005; Lewis et al., 2005; Xie et al., 2005; Bartel, 2009). miRNAs act in complex with Argonaute (Ago) proteins as part of the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) to induce mRNA degradation or repress translation (Baek et al., 2008; Selbach et al., 2008; Filipowicz et al., 2009). HuR has been proposed to recruit the miRNA let-7 to repress c-myc expression (Kim et al., 2009), whereas binding of HuR to the mRNA of CAT-1 has been reported to remove repression by miR-122 (Bhattacharyya et al., 2006). It has also been proposed that miRNA targets are enriched among the miRNAs bound by HuR (Mukherjee et al., 2009). We used miRNA target predictions (Lewis et al., 2005; Krek et al., 2005; Lal et al., 2006) and experimentally defined RISC binding data (Hafner et al., 2010) to investigate the spatial arrangement of HuR and miRNA binding sites. To detect miRNA expression changes upon HuR knockdown, we used next-generation sequencing of small RNAs.

Altogether, we identified endogenous HuR binding sites, transcriptome wide, using the high-resolution PAR-CLIP assay and traced the effects of HuR depletion on (1) the transcriptome, including changes in splicing, (2) changes in protein synthesis, and (3) miRNA expression.

RESULTS

PAR-CLIP Identifies Sites of Endogenous HuR Binding

To identify binding sites of HuR, we used PAR-CLIP (Hafner et al., 2010) (Experimental Procedures) (Figure 1A, left) in unstressed (Figure S1 available online) HeLa cells, performing IP of the endogenous HuR protein, and using, independently, 4SU and 6-thioguanosine (6SG) to assess a possible nucleotide bias. As our proteomics measurements required labeling of cells in a special medium, we also performed PAR-CLIP on cells grown in SILAC medium. Altogether, we performed three PAR-CLIP experiments (Figure 1F).

Efficient crosslinking lead to specific nucleotide conversion events during reverse transcription and next-generation sequencing of RNA from each experiment: crosslinked 4SU and 6SG residues were converted into C and A, respectively (Figures 1B and 1C). These conversions mark the RBP binding site on the target RNA (Hafner et al., 2010). All PAR-CLIP sequencing data (Table S1) were analyzed with our computational pipeline to determine HuR binding sites at an estimated 5% false-positive rate from filtered clusters of aligned reads (see the Experimental Procedures and Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Figure 1D shows an example of aligned reads and conversion events for the HuR target Wnt5A (Landersson et al., 2006). A mean length of 27–39 nt for filtered clusters demonstrates the high-resolution of PAR-CLIP (Figure 1E).

PAR-CLIP Reproducibly Identifies Thousands of Transcripts Directly Bound by HuR

In each PAR-CLIP experiment, we identified ~15,000–20,000 HuR binding sites that could be assigned to genes, counting clusters in 5' UTR, CDS, 3' UTR and introns based on the RefSeq annotation (Figures 2A and 2B).

As anticipated, most sites were located in 3' UTRs, but a large fraction (~30%–35%) fell into introns, consistent with the predominantly nuclear HuR localization. We combined the data from all PAR-CLIP experiments to derive a set of consensus binding sites supported by reads from at least two out of three experiments (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The binding sites are publicly available via our institute's database at http://dorina.mdc-berlin.de/. The distribution of consensus sites is comparable to the results obtained from individual experiments (Figure 2C) and is largely independent of transcript expression (Figure S2A).

We identified ~2000 to ~3500 HuR target genes independently in each of the experiments. Seventy-four percent of the 6SG PAR-CLIP targets were reproduced with 4SU (Figure 2D), and the 4SU PAR-CLIP in normal medium confirmed the corresponding experiment in SILAC medium (Figure 2E). The larger number of consensus sites leads to a set of 4128 genes bound in exons and 746 genes with exclusive evidence for intronic binding of HuR. In total, 4874 genes were observed to interact with HuR via intronic or exonic sequence elements in at least two of three PAR-CLIP experiments (“consensus set,” Table S2). Target genes were subjected to a GO term enrichment analysis (Table S3). The enriched categories suggest that HuR preferentially targets other regulators of gene expression which act at the posttranscriptional or the transcriptional and posttranslational level.

We compiled a list of 68 human HuR target genes with functional evidence described in the literature and expressed in HeLa cells (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). We considered 9064 genes with an mRNA expression ≥5 FPKM (mRNA sequencing read pairs per kilobase of exon per million
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(A) Outline of experiments. PAR-CLIP of endogenous HuR was performed with HeLa cells using RNA labeling with 4-thiouridine (4SU) or 6-thioguanosine (6SG). Genome-wide impacts of HuR siRNA knockdown on transcript levels were measured by mRNA sequencing ("RNA-seq") and on protein synthesis by pulsed SILAC shotgun proteomics ("pSILAC").

(B and C) Specific mismatches in aligned reads demonstrate efficient mRNA-RBP crosslinking. The frequency of nucleotide mismatches in PAR-CLIP reads aligned to mature mRNAs is shown for 4SU (red) and 6SG (blue). T to C and G to A mismatches are the signature of efficient crosslinking.

(D) Representative example of PAR-CLIP data. The coverage by aligned reads (gray) and nucleotide conversions (purple) are shown along the WNT5A gene, a known target of HuR. Binding sites inferred by our pipeline are indicated as purple boxes. Potentially spurious clusters overlapping repetitive elements are discarded. Insert: Example of a PAR-CLIP consensus cluster. The WNT5A mRNA sequence is shown in uppercase letters at the top. Aligned PAR-CLIP reads are shown in lowercase with mismatches highlighted (T to C in red for 4SU, G to A in blue for 6SG). xN denotes N counts for a read.

(E) PAR-CLIP clusters are typically small. Length histogram of clusters identified in 4SU (red) and 6SG (blue) PAR-CLIP. The average PAR-CLIP cluster size is 27 nt to 39 nt.

(F) Table: PAR-CLIP of endogenous HuR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene expression changes after HuR knock down</th>
<th>expression assay</th>
<th>siRNA1</th>
<th>siRNA2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mRNA sequencing</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pulsed SILAC</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILAC</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small RNA sequencing</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(F) Overview of the samples and experiments.

See also Figure S1.
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**Figure 1. PAR-CLIP, HuR Perturbation, mRNA, and Protein Measurements**

(A) Outline of experiments. PAR-CLIP of endogenous HuR was performed with HeLa cells using RNA labeling with 4-thiouridine (4SU) or 6-thioguanosine (6SG). Genome-wide impacts of HuR siRNA knockdown on transcript levels were measured by mRNA sequencing ("RNA-seq") and on protein synthesis by pulsed SILAC shotgun proteomics ("pSILAC").

(B and C) Specific mismatches in aligned reads demonstrate efficient mRNA-RBP crosslinking. The frequency of nucleotide mismatches in PAR-CLIP reads aligned to mature mRNAs is shown for 4SU (red) and 6SG (blue). T to C and G to A mismatches are the signature of efficient crosslinking.

(D) Representative example of PAR-CLIP data. The coverage by aligned reads (gray) and nucleotide conversions (purple) are shown along the WNT5A gene, a known target of HuR. Binding sites inferred by our pipeline are indicated as purple boxes. Potentially spurious clusters overlapping repetitive elements are discarded. Insert: Example of a PAR-CLIP consensus cluster. The WNT5A mRNA sequence is shown in uppercase letters at the top. Aligned PAR-CLIP reads are shown in lowercase with mismatches highlighted (T to C in red for 4SU, G to A in blue for 6SG). xN denotes N counts for a read.

(E) PAR-CLIP clusters are typically small. Length histogram of clusters identified in 4SU (red) and 6SG (blue) PAR-CLIP. The average PAR-CLIP cluster size is 27 nt to 39 nt.
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<th>siRNA1</th>
<th>siRNA2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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<tr>
<td>mRNA sequencing</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pulsed SILAC</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILAC</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small RNA sequencing</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(F) Overview of the samples and experiments.

See also Figure S1.
read pairs [Trapnell et al., 2009] as expressed. Under the conservative assumption that all of the literature targets are bound by HuR in HeLa cells, we found the consensus set to be highly significantly enriched in known targets, recovering 55 out of 68 genes (81%, p value < 2.7E-6 hypergeometric test).

We independently performed HuR IP in unlabeled cells and validated five HuR targets out of five tested with RT-PCR, including the effector of the RISC complex AGO2 and the noncoding RNA MALAT1 (Figure 2F). To compare RIP and PAR-CLIP more systematically, we quantified a larger number of transcripts in RIP by the NanoString nCounter Assay. NanoString is a RNA expression profiling technology based on counting individual mRNA molecules (Geiss et al., 2008). The assay quantified 236 genes in parallel, of which 97 were flagged as targets by PAR-CLIP (consensus set). The set of genes was not customized by us but simply picked from the available probe sets. We considered 86 genes with more than 2-fold enrichment in RIP as "RIP targets." Sixty-five of the RIP targets (76%) were also PAR-CLIP targets, validating 67% of our PAR-CLIP targets by this assay (Figure 2G). Comparison of the remaining...
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![Figure 3. Detailed Analysis of HuR Binding Sites](image)

(A) Intronic binding sites of HuR are highly conserved. Average PhyloP nucleotide conservation score at a given distance from crosslink positions ("anchors"). Intronic binding sites display a conserved core of ~6 nt and reside in a larger context of elevated conservation. Random positions were drawn from the same introns to serve as control. The control is not a flat line as the window sometimes overlaps with neighboring exons. The gray envelope represents the standard error of the mean.

(B) Intronic binding sites preferentially locate close to splice sites. The presence of PAR-CLIP reads (HuR "signal") was averaged along all human introns. The signal is uniform within introns but peaks sharply near the 3' splice site and also increases toward the 5' splice site.

(C) Detailed view of splice site context. While direct overlap with splice sites is rare, the HuR signal in the 5' region of an intron is almost as high as in the adjacent exon. HuR binding peaks sharply within ~20 nt upstream of the 3' splice sites.

(D) 3' UTR binding sites of HuR are highly conserved. Conservation profile analogous to (A). 3' UTR binding sites display a core of approximately six conserved nucleotides and flanking regions of high conservation, possibly indicating other regulatory elements. Random positions from the same 3' UTRs serve as control. The control is not a flat line as the window sometimes overlaps with the CDS on the left and intergenic regions on the right.

(E) HuR and AGO binding profiles on 3' UTRs are different. AGO PAR-CLIP read presence peaks in the beginning and in the end of 3' UTRs. HuR appears to avoid proximity to coding sequences and close proximity to the site of polyadenylation.

(F) miRNA seeds are proximal to but rarely overlap HuR sites. Density of predicted conserved miRNA seeds around anchors in 3' UTRs shows an elevated seed density. See also Table S4.

21 "RIP-only" genes and the 65 that were called by both RIP and PAR-CLIP (Figure 2H) revealed that PAR-CLIP targets were significantly more enriched in the IP (p value < 0.004 Mann-Whitney-U), indicating that RIP-only targets are less likely to be true positives.

### Intronic HuR Binding Sites Are Highly Conserved

In each cluster, the position with the largest number of nucleotide conversion events indicates the preferred position of crosslinking. It provides a point of reference common to all binding sites, hereafter referred to as “anchor.” By aligning a large number of clusters on their anchors, we obtained high-resolution maps revealing common features of HuR binding sites.

We first analyzed evolutionary conservation across 44 vertebrate species, spanning human to lamprey, using the PhyloP nucleotide conservation score (Pollard et al., 2010). We averaged the PhyloP score at a given distance from the anchor over all binding sites. Figure 3A shows the resulting conservation profile of intronic HuR binding sites. Randomly selected positions inside introns which harbor HuR binding sites served as a control. We found a highly conserved core of ~6 nt around the anchor residing in a larger context of highly elevated conservation, indicating the proximity of larger functional elements.

### Intronic HuR Binding Sites Are Associated with Splice Sites

Asking about the general distribution of HuR binding within introns, we averaged the presence of PAR-CLIP reads (hereafter referred to as “signal”) along all human introns (Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Figure 3B). HuR binds almost uniformly within introns with a preference toward splice sites. Strikingly, there is a sharp peak close to the 3' end and a broader
preferred binding region toward the 5’ end. Figure 3C shows the signal around 5’ and 3’ splice sites at nucleotide resolution. A sharp peak is situated ~20 nt upstream of the 3’ splice site, potentially overlapping with the polypyrimidine tract in many introns. Together, our data indicate that HuR binding in introns preferentially occurs close to exons with a strong bias to bind just upstream of the 3’ splice site.

**HuR Binding Sites in 3’ UTRs Are Found near miRNA Seeds but Rarely Overlap**

Similar to intronic sites, 3’ UTR binding sites of HuR (Figure 3D) show ~6 nt around the anchor with high conservation. However, in 3’ UTRs broad shoulders of high conservation appear on both sides, approaching background level with increasing distance. As 3’ UTRs are hubs of posttranscriptional regulation, we hypothesized the observed pattern may reflect the proximity of functional elements such as miRNA seeds. As little is known about the joint arrangement of RBP and miRNA binding, we computed the HuR signal along 3’ UTRs and contrasted it with the publicly available PAR-CLIP data for Argonaute proteins in HEK293 cells (Hafner et al., 2010) (Figure 3E). Ago proteins preferentially bind toward the boundaries of 3’ UTRs, in accordance with previous reports (Grimson et al., 2007; Nielsen et al., 2007). In contrast, HuR binding is almost uniform along 3’ UTRs but declines toward the stop codon and the polyadenylation site, on average avoiding the areas of Ago binding.

To investigate local interactions, we computed the density of conserved miRNA target sites (conserved “seeds”) predicted by PicTar (Krek et al., 2005; Lall et al., 2006) or TargetScanS (Lewis et al., 2005) around HuR anchors (Figure 3F). We identified 740 HuR anchors directly overlapping miRNA seeds (Table S4). These sites are interesting candidates for HuR-miRNA interactions. However, random selection of positions in 3’ UTRs results in comparable or even larger numbers. The observed profile suggests that generally, instead of overlapping with HuR binding sites, miRNA seeds occur in the immediate vicinity (~20 nt) of HuR binding sites, consistent with the preference of miRNA target sites for an AU-rich sequence context (Grimson et al., 2007; Nielsen et al., 2007).

**PAR-CLIP Reproducibly Recovers In Vitro HuR Motifs**

To elucidate the sequence preference of HuR, we counted 7-mer occurrences in 41 nt windows centered on the anchors of binding sites. Figure 4A shows the log frequencies of 7-mers with at least ten counts for 4SU and 6SG experiments. The high-affinity motifs UUUUUU, UUUAAA, and UUUGUUUU are known high-affinity HuR motifs. AU-rich elements (AREs) and polypyrimidine motifs are also frequent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from crosslink [nt]</th>
<th>log(7mer frequency) 4SU</th>
<th>log(7mer frequency) 6SG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>-4.5</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4.5</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4.0</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4. Sequence Motifs and Secondary Structure of HuR Binding Sites**

(A) Binding motifs are reproduced by 4SU and 6SG PAR-CLIP. Log10 frequencies of 7-mers occurring close to HuR anchors are correlated between 4SU and 6SG experiments (Spearman 0.86). Sequences with at least one G are more visible in the 6SG PAR-CLIP. The most abundant motifs UUUUUU, UUUAUUU, and UUUGUUUU match known high affinity in vitro motifs. AU-rich elements (AREs) and polypyrimidine motifs are also frequent.

(B) Known HuR motifs and AREs are enriched in binding sites. Enrichment of selected 7-mers. Protein binding microarray motifs and AU-rich elements (but not UUUGUUU match known high affinity in vitro motifs. AU-rich elements (AREs) and polypyrimidine motifs are also frequent.

(C) HuR binding sites have weak secondary structure. Sequences of length 201nt centered on HuR anchors in 3’ UTRs were computationally folded. The average base pairing probability is strongly reduced close to the anchor, consistent with the low base pairing energy of AU- and U-rich sequences (see panel A). The peak in the center is due to the guanosines contributed by the 6SG experiment which can also form G:U wobble base pairs.
to all 3’ UTR sequences, while U and G content alone did not suffice for crosslinking or enrichment (Figure 4B). Consistent with the intronic binding of HuR, polypyrimidine rich sequences were observed as frequently as AREs. The motif analyses indicate that our PAR-CLIP experiments were able to quantitatively capture the in vivo binding preferences of HuR regardless of the used thionucleoside label.

**HuR Binds Single-Stranded RNA with No Preference for Hairpins**

RNA secondary structure can contribute to the specificity of RBP binding. HuR has been proposed to associate with hairpin loops (López de Silanes et al., 2004) that later have been contested to contribute to specificity (Mukherjee et al., 2009). We computationally folded HuR binding sites in 3’ UTRs (Supplemental Experimental Procedures) and averaged the resulting base pairing probabilities, finding a substantially reduced pairing probability in the direct vicinity of HuR anchors but no indication of a hairpin structure (Figure 4C).

**HuR Knockdown Induces Specific Downregulation of Target Gene Expression**

We used RNA interference to deplete HuR in HeLa cells and monitored changes on transcript levels with next generation paired-end mRNA sequencing (Experimental Procedures). Transcript expression levels were estimated from the sequencing data (Supplemental Experimental Procedures).

Results were highly reproducible between technical and biological replicates (Spearman 0.98 and 0.82, respectively; Figure S3A). In addition, we validated mRNA expression levels by the NanoString nCounter assay (Spearman 0.82; Figure 5A).

To compare the effect of the HuR depletion on various groups of transcripts, we computed cumulative density fractions (Figures 5B and 5D). Here, for a given log fold change x, the fraction of genes with a change ≤ x is shown.

Consistent with the mRNA stabilizing function of HuR, targets identified by PAR-CLIP (purple) are significantly (p value = 0, t test) more destabilized than nontargets (black), confirming the overall functionality of PAR-CLIP targets. The top 20% of targets with most binding sites showed strongest downregulation (pink line in Figure 5B). The downregulation was slightly weaker but also highly significant (p value < 1E-06) for intronic targets (dashed line, Figure 5B).

To assess the effect of HuR on translation, we performed pulsed SILAC (“pSILAC”) proteomics measurements essentially as in Selbach et al. (2008) (Experimental Procedures and Figure 5C) in an independent sample. In pSILAC, during a short time window (24 hr), newly synthesized proteins incorporate stable isotope labeled amino acids. The mass shift between HuR knockdown (medium-heavy label) and unperturbed conditions (heavy label) allowed to quantify thousands of changes in protein synthesis, independent of the unlabeled pool of preexisting proteins (light). We could quantify changes in protein synthesis for ~4300 proteins. Overall, the effects of HuR depletion on protein synthesis reflect the changes on mRNA levels with a specific and significant (p value < 1E-04) reduction for HuR targets (Figure 5D). The protein synthesis of Intronic targets is also significantly reduced (p value < 0.01), with the impact of HuR depletion being relatively more pronounced than on mRNA level, consistent with a role of HuR in pre-mRNA processing (Discussion).

**HuR and Alternative Splicing**

Given the binding of HuR to introns, we screened our mRNA sequencing data for genes with HuR-dependent alternative splicing. Quantifying changes in alternative exon inclusion upon HuR knockdown (Supplemental Experimental Procedures), we found 51 candidate exons with either reduced (30 exons) or increased inclusion (21 exons) associated with HuR binding sites within 1 kb into the flanking pre-mRNA or the exon itself (Table S7). Out of six tested candidate exons, four showed significant changes in splicing in a PCR assay performed in two independent biological replicates (Figure 6). One of the genes showing HuR-dependent alternative splicing is the splicing factor PTBP2. Upon HuR knockdown, the expression of exon 10, which is flanked by HuR binding sites, increases by 65% relative to the flanking exons 9 and 11. Skipping of exon 10 leads to nonsense mediated decay (NMD) (Spellman et al., 2007) and is employed in the crossregulation of the polypyrimidine-tract binding (PTB) proteins, suggesting an interplay of HuR with these splicing regulators.

**HuR Regulates miR-7 Processing**

Many miRNA precursors reside in introns, and their expression oftentimes correlates with the transcription of the host gene. However, miRNA expression can also be regulated by RBPs at the level of precursor processing (Guil and Cáceres, 2007; Rybak et al., 2008; Trabucchi et al., 2009).

We sequenced small RNAs in mock-transfected and HuR knockdown conditions and found miR-7 to be the only miRNA strongly regulated in the knockdown (Figure 7A). The effect was dose dependent: stronger knockdown with siRNA1 caused ~20-fold upregulation, weaker knockdown with siRNA2 ~3- to 5-fold (Figure 7B). In HeLa cells, the miR-7-1 locus in the last intron of HNRNPK is the source of mature miR-7 (Supplemental Discussion), which is barely detectable in wt HeLa cells (~100 sequencing reads). Therefore, as the housekeeping gene HNRNPK is highly expressed, the biogenesis of mature miR-7 must be strongly suppressed. Expression of HNRNPK does not change upon HuR knockdown, indicating that the observed upregulation of mature miR-7 is due to a derepression at the level of processing. The HuR binding sites in the intron and the surrounding exons (Figure 7C) suggest that HuR binding may directly influence the fate of the excised intron harboring the miR-7 precursor.

**DISCUSSION**

**PAR-CLIP Reproducibly Identifies Thousands of HuR Target Genes**

Using PAR-CLIP, we identified ~26,000 binding sites of endogenous HuR supported by two out of three independent experiments, discovering extensive binding to introns. The identified sites are enriched for known HuR motifs and show a distinct pattern of sequence conservation. Our motif analysis confirmed that HuR binds single-stranded RNA with no further structural
preferences and revealed substantial differences in the affinity to closely related sequences. For example, while some polypyrimidine motifs were abundantly bound, multiple consecutive cytidines rarely occurred. This indicates complex rules for HuR binding, beyond general affinity to U-rich, AU-rich, or polypyrimidine sequences. According to our data HuR is an abundant protein (Supplemental Discussion) with versatile sequence recognition that interacts with up to 4874 genes, corresponding...
to ~50% of all HeLa cell transcripts, with 746 genes showing exclusively intronic binding. The overlaps between the PAR-CLIP consensus set and known HuR targets as well as our independently performed RIP assay are highly significant. Individual PAR-CLIP experiments also showed good reproducibility. The major cause for the remaining variance lies in the RNA digestion with RNase T1 after pull-down, which determines the fragment size distribution available for sequencing and mapping. Moreover, the preference of RNase T1 to cleave after G residues renders this influence sequence dependent. However, given the overall agreement between experiments we believe that we were able to control this step.

**HuR Knockdown Confirms Functionality**

Based on the mRNA stabilizing effect of HuR binding, we validated the functional relevance of the reported interactions: siRNA knockdown of HuR led to a highly significant destabilization of transcripts with HuR binding sites. This cannot be
explained by off-target effects of the siRNA (Supplemental Discussion and Figure S3B). The destabilization was most pronounced for transcripts with many binding sites and unexpectedly extended to genes with intronic binding sites, indicating a function of HuR that is independent of inhibiting ARE-mediated decay. The pulsed SILAC experiment allowed us to trace the effects of HuR depletion further to changes in protein synthesis. The majority of HuR targets contain 3' UTR binding sites and show a reduction in protein synthesis that is highly correlated with the reduction of mRNA (Spearman 0.6, p value < 1E-138; Table S6 lists all target genes with changes of mRNA and protein synthesis). In contrast, the significant reduction in protein output observed for intronic target genes (see also Figure S3C) was stronger than and weakly correlated with the transcript-level changes (Spearman 0.43), indicating a functional role of HuR in pre-mRNA processing: aberrantly spliced transcripts would be incapable of efficient translation and thus decouple total cellular mRNA levels from the rate of protein synthesis.

**HuR Interacts with Introns and Modulates Splicing**

HuR was reported to be associated with the spliceosome (Chen et al., 2007) and to affect a splicing reporter (Wang et al., 2010), but, unlike the neuronal Hu proteins, it has not been reported to bind introns before. We find an association of HuR with splice sites that is reminiscent of the neuronal Hu proteins which bind U-rich sequences, promoting the skipping of proximal exons (Zhu et al., 2006).

Pointing in the same direction, HuR binds pyrimidine-rich sequences (Figures 4A and 4B) explaining in part the observed pattern of intronic binding with a peak ~20 nt upstream of exons (Figure 3C). HuR also interacts directly with the human pyrimidine tract binding (PTB) genes in multiple ways, apparently stabilizing the nonneuronal pattern with dominant PTBP1 expression: HuR probably stabilizes ROD1 and PTBP1 by strong, ARE-containing 3' UTR binding sites. In contrast, the neuronal PTBP2 shows only weak interaction with HuR via its 3' UTR but displays binding sites in the introns flanking exon 10, interestingly outside the polypyrimidine tract that can be bound by PTBP1. Skipping of this exon is known to cause nonsense mediated decay (NMD) (Spellman et al., 2007). Consistent with a 4-fold increase in PTBP2 protein synthesis upon knockdown of HuR but only modest reduction of PTBP1 we suspected that HuR acts together with PTBP1 to promote NMD of PTBP2. Experiments with a minigene confirmed the functionality of the HuR bound sequence element downstream of exon 10. However, the observed effect of HuR binding was not conclusively resolved by our introduced mutations (data not shown) and further experiments are required to determine the extent of regulation exerted directly by HuR on the splicing of PTBP2 exon 10.

**HuR Binding Sites Represent a Preferred Context for miRNA Seeds**

HuR targets tend to have long 3' UTRs (Figure S2B) increasing the probability to be targeted by at least one miRNA. Yet, we found that direct overlap between HuR and miRNA binding sites occurs less often than expected by chance (Figures 3E and 3F). The known preference of miRNA seeds to reside in a context of AU-rich sequences (Grimson et al., 2007; Nielsen et al., 2007) provides an explanation for the more typical arrangement with miRNA seeds in the proximity of HuR binding sites. We report the 740 HuR binding sites that do overlap with conserved miRNA target sites (Table S4) as interesting candidates for direct HuR-miRNA interactions. We also cannot exclude the possibility of non-steric interactions between HuR and RISC for example by modulating RNA secondary structure.

**Suppression of miR-7 Biogenesis Is Relieved upon HuR Knockdown**

An unexpected result was the selective, strong, and dose dependent upregulation of miR-7 upon HuR knockdown. Remarkably,
the ∼20-fold induction of mature miR-7 was the most pronounced change in gene expression observed in any of our experiments (Figures 7A and 7B). Two recent studies reported posttranscriptional regulation of miR-7 biogenesis (Kefas et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2010). The identified HuR binding sites in the last intron of HNRNPK and the flanking exons suggest that miR-7 processing is directly controlled by HuR binding (Figure 7C), adding an evolutionarily old miRNA to the list of HuR targets. Given the extreme and specific response of miR-7 to HuR levels, it is intriguing to speculate that miR-7 might be one of the key targets of HuR. Since HuR and HNRNPK seem to be expressed in the vast majority of human tissues, this regulatory relationship might be important in many biological contexts.

**HuR as a Hub for Regulating RNA Metabolism**

A significant fraction of HuR target genes is involved in mRNA metabolism (Table S3), connecting HuR to a large network of posttranscriptional gene regulators. This includes central components of RISC: AGO2 and TNRC6B bear multiple conserved 3’ UTR binding sites of HuR. In light of only modest downregulation upon HuR depletion and the observed variety of HuR motifs, we speculate that some cytoplasmic interactions with HuR may serve a different purpose than stabilization against ARE-mediated decay. HuR is known for its central role in mediating stress response and localizes to stress granules, potentially sequestering bound transcripts. For components of the miRNA pathway, this may be a way to relieve miRNA repression upon stress. Of note, TNRC6B and AGO2 proteins meet in P bodies with RNA degradation factors like the CCR4–NOT deadenylase complex (CNOT6, 6L, 7, and 8) and the RNA helicase Rck/p54 (DDX6), the transcripts of which are also high-confidence HuR targets. We speculate that the function of HuR interactions with key components of different types of RNA granules, hot spots of RNA regulation, could also be relevant in the context of cellular stress response.

HuR is known to stabilize many transcripts encoding genes necessary for the immediate response to stress. This is reflected in our data, containing the known HuR target HIF1A (Galbán et al., 2008) and identified by us TNXP (thioredoxin-interacting protein) and PRKAA1, a kinase that affects HuR localization upon stress (Wang et al., 2002), suggesting a feedback mechanism.

To conclude, we have identified and characterized an unprecedented number of functional HuR targets, promoting HuR to be a major hub for regulating RNA metabolism in the cell.

This regulation seems to involve known mechanisms recovered in this study (binding to target 3’ UTRs and stabilizing target mRNA levels) and mechanisms proposed in this study (regulation of splicing). Our data also implicate HuR in regulating members of the miRNA pathway and, specifically, miR-7. The methodology developed here can be used to study HuR in stress conditions, which will shed more light on the function of HuR and its many targets.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Transfection**

Plasmids were transfected with Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen), and siRNAs were transfected at a final concentration of 100 nM with Lipofectamine RNAiMAX (Invitrogen). Controls (mock) contained only the transfection reagent.

**Transcriptome Sequencing**

PolyA+ mRNA was isolated from 1 μg Trizol extracted total RNA with magnetic Oligo-dT$_{30}$ beads (Invitrogen). NEBNext kit (NEB) and a customized protocol were used to prepare mRNA for sequencing (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The libraries were sequenced on a Illumina Genome Analyzer GAII or Illumina HiSeq for 2 × 76 cycles or 2 × 100 cycles (paired-end protocol).

**Labeling of Proteins, Sample Preparation, and Measurement by Mass Spectrometry**

Cells were transfected with light SILAC medium 6 hr after transfection. Two days after transfection, siRNA and mock-transfected cells were transferred to medium-heavy and heavy SILAC medium, respectively. After 24 hr of labeling, cells were harvested and equal amounts of siRNA- and mock-transfected cells were combined. Proteins were extracted, separated by SDS-PAGE, trypsin-digested, and analyzed by liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) on a high-resolution instrument (LTQ-Orbitrap Velos, Thermo Fisher). Raw files were processed by MaxQuant (version 1.0.13.13) for peptide/protein identification at 1% FDR and quantification (Supplemental Experimental Procedures).

**Small RNA Sequencing**

Small RNA sequencing was performed from 10 μg total RNA with the Flash-Page Gel system (Ambion) and the standard Illumina small RNA library preparation protocol.

**PAR-CLIP**

The cells were labeled with 100 μM 4SU or 6SG. After labeling, procedure followed the PAR-CLIP protocol as described (Hafner et al., 2010). In brief, UV-irradiated cells were lysed in NP-40 lysis buffer. Immunoprecipitation was carried out with protein G magnetic beads (Invitrogen) coupled to HuR antibody (32A, Santa Cruz, sc-5261) for 1 hr at 4°C. Beads were treated with CIP (NEB) and radioactively labeled. The crosslinked protein-RNA complexes were resolved on 4%–12% NuPAGE gel (Invitrogen), and the 37 kDa band corresponding to HuR was cut out. The RNA was isolated by electroelution followed by Proteinase K digestion and phenol-chloroform extraction and sequenced according to the standard small RNA protocol (see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures for more details).

**RIP-PCR**

Immunoprecipitations were performed as described for PAR-CLIP. As negative control an anti-FLAG antibody (Sigma, F3165) was used. Typically, five to ten 15 cm plates, 50–100 μl Protein G beads, and 10–20 μg antibody were used per IP reaction. RNA was isolated from IP and analyzed by RT-PCR and agarose gel electrophoresis.

**NanoString nCounter Assay**

The NanoString nCounter Assay is available as a custom service by NanoString Technologies. Equal amounts (150 ng) of RNA isolated from the IP with anti-HuR and anti-FLAG antibodies, as well as total RNA from mock and siRNA-transfected cells were analyzed in parallel with the nCounter Human Cancer Reference Kit (GXA-CR1-12).

**RT-PCR**

Trizol isolated RNA was treated with RQ1 DNase (Promega). Complementary DNA (cDNA) synthesis was performed with Superscript III (Invitrogen) with Oligo(dT)$_{25}$ (T$_{14}$). PCR amplification was performed with 2 × Green DreamTaq Master Mix (Fermentas), 0.5 μM of each of the forward and reverse primers, and 1 μl cDNA for 30 cycles of 15 s at 94°C, 15 s at 60°C, and 20 s at 72°C.

**Quantification of Splicing**

After RT-PCR, the products were resolved by 8% PAGE gel. In parallel, PCR products were purified by phenol-chloroform extraction and analyzed by Agilent BioAnalyzer DNA 1000 Assay. PSI (percent spliced in) values were calculated as the molar ratio of the peak corresponding to the exon containing isoform and the sum of the peaks representing both isoforms.
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PAR-CLIP Computational Pipeline

We developed a pipeline that performed all steps of the analysis from raw reads to cluster sets and target genes, in a largely automated and unbiased way. The emphasis was on stringent filtering and controlling the false-positive rate in the identification of binding sites (Supplemental Experimental Procedures).

In brief, reads were aligned to the human transcriptome (pre-mRNAs), allowing for up to one mismatch, insertion or deletion. Only uniquely mapping reads were retained.

We identified clusters of aligned PAR-CLIP reads continuously covering regions of pre-mRNA sequence. The number of T to C or G to A mismatches served as a crosslink score. We also assigned a quality score based on the number and positions of distinct reads contributing to the cluster (Supplemental Experimental Procedures).

As the reads should originate from HuR-bound transcripts we regarded clusters aligning antisense to the annotated direction of transcription as false positives. We were thus able to select cutoffs on both scores such as to keep the estimated false-positive rate below 5%. After filtering by these cutoffs we expect each remaining cluster to harbor at least one HuR binding site.

ACCESSION NUMBERS

The sequencing data have been deposited in the GEO database under the accession number GSE29943.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Discussion, Supplemental Experimental Procedures, three figures, an appendix, and seven tables and can be found with this article online at doi:10.1016/j.molcel.2011.06.008.
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